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LESSONS FROM BOMBAY

THE Maharashtra Government was not altogether unhappy over the
"ghera dalo" demonstrations on August 24, for these strengthened

its position over the border dispute with Mysore. The Chief Minister,
Mr V. P. Naik, in fact told reporters that on the border issue there was
no difference between the organizers of the demonstrations and the State
Gov,ernment, even though the demonstrations had been held specifically
to draw attention to the Government's "failure" to settle the question
by August 15. Over 900 demonstrators arrested during the day were
promptly released in the evening. The total strike on August 25 was,
however, a wholly different matter; it had been called not in support of
a demand that could please the authorities, but to focus attention on
rising prices and food shortages. The success of the bandh exceeded
expectations. More than a million workers responded to the st.rike call;
industrial establishments had either to suspend or severely to restrict
their operations for the day; and shops remained closed throughout
Bombay.

This popular protest against the Government's economic failures was
almost entirely peaceful. Therein lies the first lesson from the Bombay
bandh; ordinary people who join strikes and demonstrations in some
common cause do not do so with any violent intent. More often than
not their frustration and anger find violent expression only when they
are further provoked by the so-called guardians of law and order. The
Maharashtra Government was wise enough to accept the inevitable and
not to resort to any ruthless police action. But some Congress members
of the State legislature, including two Ministers, apparently found the
lesson humiliating beyond endurance and resigned. Mr S. K. Patil, who
(to quote a newspaper correspondent) was in Bombay "on his normal
week-end visit for relaxation", was evidently on the side of those who
wanted firm (which often means savage) action against the agitators.
Apparently there are powerful forces within the Congress Party, both at
the Centre and in the States, who would like to see popular demonstra-
tions to end in violence and then blame it all on the Opposition parties.
That is the second clear lesson from Bombay.

NotmaliI.Y people will regard these as surprising revelations; the
Opposition parties, in any case, have. always asked people to believe what
has in fact happened. But the Opposition itself has a lesson or two to
learn. The first is that the popular urge to throw the Congress out of
power is much stronger than some of the Opposition parties, merrily
engaged in their own petty quarrels, care to believe. It was not only
the Maharashtra Government and the Bombay Pradesh Congress Com-
mittee which expected the bandh to fail; they are said to have found
considerable encouragement from the attitude of Mr S. A. Dange who
controls the unions of bank and insurance workers in Bombay. These
Right Communist-dominated unions were not asked to join the strike
and most of their members probably remained loyal to Mr Dange's
no-strike strategy. But disenchantment with such separatist policies has
already begun. Although Mr Dange is stilI nominally in control of the
textile unions, textile workers j'oined the strike in vast numbers. By
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refusing to co-operate with the bandh,
Mr Dange found himself in the com-
pany of the INTUC and PSP; if he
still refuses to recognize the popular
mood, he may have to keep such
company for good. He may have per-
sonal scores to settle with Mr George
Fernandes, the SSP leader, but even
in his own State people are getting
tired of the game.

Figures Without Facts
There can bE: only one reason for

the Press conference Mr Atulya Ghosh
held post-haste on his return to Cal-
cutta. He wanted to contradict Press
reports that there has been a sharp
decline in the number of persons
seeking Congress nomination in the
coming general election compared to
previous occasions. Mr Ghosh has
given his own figures, and it is un-
likely that a controversy will develop
over the two conflicting "facts" as in
Parliament over Mr Nanda's denial
of the Union Home Ministry plant-
ing a story of a left communist plan
of subversion and sabotage on a
newspaper. This may not be another
instance of one hand not knowing
what the other does, though recent
disclosures aPl?ear to suggest that the
Congress and Its governments abound
in twilight performances of 'Yhich
few outside those directly involved
have little knowledge.

The figures given by Mr Ghosh
himself are not, however, so reassur-
ing for the Congress as he claims
them to be. In the Congress strong-
hold of Midnapore district 56 I?ersons
had applied for Congress nomInation
for 32 seats in the State Assembly in
the last election. In the House to
be Midnapore will have 35 members;
yet the number of nomination-seek-
ers has gone down to 45. Tris may
not be entirely due to screening on
lower levels; the emergence of the
BangIa Congress is a possible reason
why in many of the Midnapore con-
stituencies not more than one person
has sought Congress nomination. In
24-Parganas the number of seats has
increased and so also the number of
candidates. But quite an amount of
derring-do may be responsible for the
latter; for, it is said, in one consti-
tuency in which the Congress has
never won three persons have applied
for nomination. If three Congress-
men compete for nomination in Mr
Jyoti Basu's constituency, the moti-
.vation must be anything but pros-
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peets of victory. In Calcutta the
number of candidates for Congress
nomination has fallen disproportion-
ately to the reduction in the num-
ber of seats. And these are the three
districts in which the Congress is go-
ing to win or lose the election. There
are some other districts also where the
outlook of the party is as bleak ; for
instance, Bankura, where the number
of candidates has fallen sharply,
though the number of seats remains
unchanged.

Much has been made by Mr Ghosh
of the predicament of the Congress
before the 1952 ·election. True, there
were defections from the Congress at
that tiJIle; maybe, the Congress has
lost nothing in the intervening years.
But the combination of forces against
it was not so formidable. The Oppo-
sition was then in disarray; it m;:ly
be so even now, but °not as patheti-
cally. The situation may further
change, if the curent talks for some
kind of Left alliance succeed. Be-
sides, the support of the Muslim
voter was not a question-mark then
as now. Mr Ghosh would have been
told so by some of his own men in
the community if they could grow
out of the habit of squirming before
the boss. There is only one thing
which Mr Ghosh wants of his party-
men to win the coming election.
They will have to face the Opposi-
tion challenge to law and order as
they did in 1952. What this will
mean in practice cannot be in doubt.
The way has be~n shown already by
Maharashtra. By his advice Mr Ghosh
has given encouragement to extrem-
ists in the party to whom the West
Bengal Government's ugly record of
repressive action appears inadequate.
They will now mount further pres-
sure on the Government and com-
bine with the policet imported and
home-raised, to stamp out all mani-
festation of opposition to the Con-
gress. This will be an invitation to
chaos, a major disorder to prevent
what at worst may be a minor and
avoidable one. The upshot will be
far more disastrous for the Congress
than any other party.

In Wonderland
The account of a Bombay weekly's

recent interview with Mrs Indira
Gandhi, 'later put out by a news
agency for wider circulation, made
pathetic readinl$" On almost every
question agitatIng the country she

seemed either pre-committed or u
decided. That she flatly contra .
ted some of her colleagues may
longer surprise many. On deva!
tion, for instance, she said, and thil
is a direct quote: "What I want
emphasize is that so far as all thit
business of loans or aid is concern~

.it was not related to devaluation.
We did not know how much we we
going to get and we still do not know
what we will get". The second pan
of the statement neatly sums up the
helplessness of the Finance Minister
the first part is in total contradiction
to what the Finance Minister him
has said about the correlation
tween devaluation and foreign ai
The verbal contradiction is less i
portant than the conceptual uncel'
tainty and confusion.

Whether or not Mrs Gandhi is
viating from the Nehru and Shas
policies, whatever they were, see
far less important than her helpl
admission that she cannot jolly we
deviate from commitmen~s made
fore her time or without her know
edge and consent. "It sometim
happens", she said, and this a dire
quote again, "that individual mi
istries go through such (foreign co
laboration) deals and by the ti
you catch up with them it is too la
to do anything". The reference
ministries is really a trick; Mrs Ga
dhi could have referred to Ministe
Ministers who were responsible f
the deals she does not like but wi
not or cannot punish their per
trators.

The most pathetic part of the i
terview, a direct quote again: "Th
paradox is that today, in 1966, I a
being blamed for everything that h
been done in the past". Now, t .
past is not anonymous; it belongs
somebody; it has got a father, M
Gandhi's .own and later Lal Bahad
Shastri, who also was very proud
his adhesion to the Nehru polici
Fixation of responsibility, therefor
seems totally inescapable and remar
ably easy. It is not at all diffic
for Mrs Gandhi to find out whi
officials led her father into whi
errors; to punish them openly is
set an example for the officials n
advising her, possibly into very si
lar errors. ("Errors", sh~ must kno
is in most cases a euphemism f
"crimes':, mainly for personal gain.
N or is it very difficult to estabJ'
responsibility at the political lev
Mrs Gandhi has to date given lit
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de Gaulle has lately visited French
Somaliland; if the reception there was
rough the reason is that there colo-
nialism has not yet ended. In Addis
Ababa, king met king; and every-
thing was fine. Witl1 his usual dis-
cretion, the General may well drop a
hint to the Emperor that discontents
in Eritrea and Ogaden should be met
with statesmanship rather than re-
pression.

In Cambodia too General de
Gaulle met royalty; but that is purely.
incidental. Colonial links are not
snapped overnight; and there is a spe-
cial place for Indo-China in the
French heart. The folly of Indo-
China was repeated in Algeria; and
the people of France know only too
well the relief brought by the ending
of rebellious colonies. That it is now
the USA's turn to be the fool and
take the punishment would perhaps
have amused the French President
slightly; but he knows the agony the
heroic people of Vietnam are going
through. Peace can come to Viet-
nam only if the Americans, advisers
and all, go home and leave Vietnam
alone. If General de Gaulle openly
suggests any such thing, President
Johnson will just conclude that he is
a Communist and drop more bombs
on North Vietnam-all for peace and
democracy, of course.

Back From Geneva
Seyen months in Geneva is about

as long as one can bear at a stretch
and delegates to the disarmament
conference have sensibly decided to
give themselves a few months' respite
from Switzerland's chocolate-box
charms. Nobody expected anything
to happen at the conference to dis-
turb any aspect of national or inter·
national polici~s. Apart from some-
unnecessary spending of scarce foreign
currency by officials from countries
like India (it was once learnt that the
total amount spent by Mr Arthur Lal,
a former Indian delegate, shocked
even New Delhi), notl1ing in fact has
happened. The Russians remain
understandably distrustful of Anglo-
American plans to allow West Ger-
many a measure of "nuclear sharing"
within the North Atlantic alliance;
the Americans go on saying that these
suspicions are unfounded, while con-
tinuing to be suspicious of any agree-
ment to ban undergroimd tests which
does not provide for American ins-
pection on Russian soil. Significant-

ly, nobody talks much these days
about reduction or limitation of
existing nuclear arsenals, which is all
that disarmament has come to mean;
'the emphasis now is on stopping the
spread of nuclear arms. Those non-
nuclear countries which have no
reason to be anxious to sign a treaty
to stop proliferation have taken ad-
vantage of this to point out that non·
proliferation would be meaningless
in the absence of any move to check
the growth of nuclear weapons which
is already taking place. The USA
and Russia might conceivably agree
not further to increase their over-
killing capacity, and Britain will do
as it is told by Washington, but it is
idle to expect that such an empty
gesture would have the slightest
effect on China and France, which
were in any case unrepresented at
Geneva. But Geneva is not the only
place for fruitless debate. The scene
now changes to Lake Success, with
promise of a return to Switzerland
in time for winter sports.

Russian Revaluation
Reports from Moscow .speak of in-

creasing Russian interest in the com-
ing Indian elections. The Kremlin
is said to be unhappy over the hard
line the Right CPI adopted towards
Mrs Indira Gandhi after devaluation.
Though somewhat sore about the re-
cent shifts in Indian policies, econo-
mic and foreign, the Kremlin hopes
that these are temporary aberrations
and Mrs Gandhi and her Govern-
ment will return to saner courses if
they emerge with a stronger mandate
from the people. A Congress vic-
tory will boost non-alignment and
the public sector, whereas if tl1e
ruling party suffers a tangible set-
back, Right reaction wilJ gain. The
Russians seem to be unaware of
the growing conviction in this
count.ry that Congress non·alignment
has become phoney and that the
public sector in a mixed economy
is about as effective as peaceful co-
existence in a world threatened by
the Pentagon. _ However, the Rus-
sians are entitled to their fond be-
liefs with regard to India, to their
attachment to stability, even of cor-
rupt and repressive regimes, on tl1e
sub-continent. But what is oppor-
tunistic is the way, though indirect,
they are trying to boost the Congress
party and Government in this pre-
election year. Though their recep-
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refusing to co-oper'ate with the bandh,
Mr Dange found himself in the com-
pany of the INTUC and PSP ; if he
still reft:ses to recognize the popular
mood, he may have to keep such
company for good. He may have per-
sonal scores to settle with Mr George
Fernandes, the SSP leader, but even
in his own State people are getting
tired of the game.

Figures Without Facts
There can be only one reason for

the Press conference Mr Atulya Ghosh
held post-haste on his return to Cal-
cutta. He wanted to contradict Press
reports that there has been a sharp
decline in the number of persons
seeking Congress nomination in the
coming general election compared to
previous occasions. Mr Ghosh has
given his own figures, and it is un-
likely that a controversy will develop
over the two conflicting "facts" as in
Parliament over Mr Nanda's denial
of the Union Home Ministry plant-
ing a story of a left communist plan
of subversion and sabotage on a
new5paper. This may not be another
instance of one hand not knowing
what the other does, though recent
disclosures appear to suggest that the
Congress and its governments abound
in twilight performances of 'Yhich
few outside those directly involved
have little knowledge.

The figures given by Mr Ghosh
himself are not, however, so reassur-
ing for the Congress as he claims
them to be. In the Congress strong-
hold of Midnapore district 56 persons
had applied for Congress nOl;nmation
for 32 seats in the State Assembly in
the last election. In the House to
be Midnapore will have 35 members;
yet the number of nomination-seek-
ers has gone down to 45. Tris may
not be entirely due to screening on
lower levels; the emergence of the
BangIa Congress is a possible reason
why in many of the Midnapore con-
stituencies not more than one person
has sought Congress nomination. In
24-Parganas the number of seats has
increased and so also the number of
candidates. But quite an amount of
derring-do may be responsible for the
latter; for, it is said, in one consti-
tuency in which the Congress has
never won three persons have applied
for nomination. If three Congress-
men compete for nomination in Mr
Jyoti 'Basu's constituency, the moti-
vation must be anything but pros-
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p,ects of victory. In Calcutta the
number of candidates for Congress
nomination has fallen disproportion,
ately to the reduction in the num-
ber of seats. And these are the three
districts in which the Congress is go-
ing to win or lose the election. There
are some other districts also where the
outlook of the party is as bleak; for
instance, Bankura, where the number
of candidates has fallen sharply,
though the number of seats remains
unchanged.

Much has been made by Mr Ghosh
of the predicament of the Congress
before the 1952 'election. True, there
were defections from the Congress at
that tiJIle; maybe, the Congress has
lost nothing in the intervening years.
But the combination of forces against
it was not so formidable. The Oppo-
sition was then in disarray; it may
be so even now, but "not as patheti,
cally. The situation may further
change, if the curent talks for some
kind of Left alliance succeed. Be-
sides, the support of the Muslim
voter was not a question-mark then
as now. Mr Ghosh would have been
told so by some of his own men in
the community if they could grow
out of the habit of squirming before
the boss. There is only one thing
which Mr Ghosh wants of his party-
men to win the coming election.
They will have to face the Opposi-
tion challenge to law and order as
they did in 1952. What this will
mean in practice cannot be in doubt.
The way has been shown already by
Maharashtra. By his advice Mr Ghosh
has given encouragement to extrem-
ists in the party to whom the West
Bengal Government's ugly record of
repressive action appears inadequate.
They will now mount further pres-
sure on the Government and com-
bine with the police, imported and
home-raised, to stamp out all mani-
festation of opposition to the Con-
gress. This will be an invitation to
chaos, a major disorder to prevent
what at worst may be a minor and
avoidable one. The upshot will be
far more disastrous for the Congress
than any other party.

In Wonderland
The account of a Bombay weekly's

recent interview with Mrs Indira
Gandhi, hter put out by a news
agency for wider circulation, made
pathetic readinl$" On almost every
question agitatmg the country she

seemed either pre-committed or
decided. That she flatly co
ted some of her colleagues III

longer surprise many. On d
tion, for instance, she said, an
is a direct quote: "What I want
emphasize is that so far as all
business of loans or aid is conce
it was not related to devalua'
We did not know how much we
going to get and we still do not
what we will get". The second
of the statement neatly sums u~
helplessness of the Finance MinIS
the first part is in total contradic .
to what the Finance Minister h'
has said about the correlation
tween devaluation and foreign
The verbal contradiction is less .
portant than the conceptual un
tainty and confusion.

Whether or not Mrs Gandhi is
viating from the Nehru and Shas
policies, whatever they were,
far less important than her help
admission that she cannot jolly
deviate from commitments made
fore her time or without her kn
edge and consent. "It somet'
happens", she said, and this a d'
quote again, "that individual
istries go through such (foreign
laboration) deals and by the .
you catch up with them it is too 1
to do anything". The reference
ministries is really a trick; Mrs G
dhi could have referred to Minist
Ministers who were responsible
the deals she does not like but
not or cannot punish their per
trators.

The most pathetic part of the'
terview, a direct quote again: ..
paradox is that today, in 1966, I
being blamed for everything that
been done in the past". Now,
past is not anonymous; it belongs
somebody; it has got a father,
Gandhi's ,own and later Lal Baha
Shastri, who also was very proud
his adhesion to the Nehru poIi .
Fixation of responsibility, theref
seems totally inescapable and rem
ably easy. It is not at all diffi
for Mrs Gandhi to find out wh
officials led her father into whi
errors; to punish them openly is
set an example for the officials n
advising her, possibly into very si
lar errors. ("Errors", she must kn
is in most cases a euphemism
"crimes':, mainly for personal gai
N or is it very difficult to estab
responsibility at the political I
Mrs Gandhi has to date given Ii
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tion to Mrs Indira Gandhi was form-
al and cold, the fulsome tribute paid
her later by Mr Kosygin sounded like
a pragmatic afterthought. Indira .
Gandhi in the USSR pamphlets may
have been all right. But now the
Russians have brought out an illus-
trated pamphlet entitled Kamaraj In
The USSR which is being distribut-
ed widely here. The pamphlet may
make one more Indian, besides Raj
Kapoor, Nehru and Mrs Gandhi,
familiar to the USSR populace, but
is unlikely to help the Congress in
the elections. It is time the Russians
realised that in the present political
set-up in India it is hard cash-in
the 'private' sector-that goes home
quicker, IlOt propaganda stuff. The
Americans, wise and rich guys that
they are, knew it long ago.

Abdullah Again
By meeting Sheikh Abdullah at

Kodaikanal Mr J. P. Narain nearly
sabotaged the gallant Indian effort-
towards what ?-in Kashmir. The
meeting was about as subversive as
the one between the Sheikh and Chou
En-lai, if one has to believe the curs-
ing politicians of the Establishment
and of the extreme Right. Mr Sadiq,
ruling the State in the massive pre-
sence of the Indian Army and with
the benevolence of the Centre, ap-
prehended that his plans, based on a
gradual suppression of opposition
parties, would be set to naught by
the Kodaikanal conspiracy, while the
Home Minister, Mr Dhar, was
"amused". What is' all this fuss
about? The fact that Sheikh Ab-
dullah has to be kept in detention in-
definitely is an admission that he still
counts a lot in Kashmir, where the
question of how the Kashmiris should
be associated with the Indian Union
cannot be settled on an enduring
basis without his co-operation. It is
sickening to a degree that a man has
to be cut off from politics for years
without trial and that the Union.
Ministers should sing in tune with
the synthetic patriots whenever an
attempt is made to come to terms
with reality.

Muck-Raking?
The Prime Minister is "disgusted"

with the Opposition; all the recent
muck-raking, she complains, will
create an impression abroad that "we
are a nation of corrupt people." Per-
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haps her point of view is that there
is a dividing line between nepotism
and corruption, and it is none of the
Opposition's business to pull flown
the boundary sign. But the fact re-
mains that there can be no muck-
raking unless there is in the first in-
stance enough muck which invites
raking. The people of this country
contribute to the St.ate exchequer
every year something like Rs. 2,500
crores ; in their name, easily another
Rs. 1,000 crores worth of funds are
borrowed by the authorities from do-
mestic as well as foreign sources.
What the rulers do with their money
and with the money that is their col-
lective liability is very much their
business. Decorum is as decorum
does, and those who have transgress-
ed the limits of decorum in the ma-
nagement of p~blic funds cannot
complain if they are called before the
bar of the public.

Take the curious case of Mr J. N.
Ganju. Mr Ganju, a gallant Kash-
miri, had a humble beginning in
life. He was a relatively junior pub-
lic relations officer with the Films
Division of the Government of India
even as late as the mid-fifties, when
he was transferred to New Delhi for
a routine assignment with the Press
Information Bureau. In the GOI
lingo, his salary scale was that of a
Section Officer. But a Brahmin from
Kashmir is a Brahmin from Kashmir,
and in 1958 when a fellow-Brahmin
from Kashmir, a member of the In-
dian Civil Service, Mr B. K. Nehru
went to Washington as Commis-
sioner-General for Economic Affairs,
Mr Ganju accompanied him as his
Press Attache. Subsequently Mr
Nehru became Ambassador: Mr Gan-
iu became a Press Attache with the
Embassy, charged with responsibility
for publicity on econo,mic affairs. Mr
Nehru likes the climate of Washing-
ton and has been there uninterrupt-
edly for eight years. Mr Ganju also
likes the Washington climate, and
was irked no end when the Depart-
ment of External Publicity wanted to
nudge him out to Colombo in 1964.
Six years in Washington is hardly
enough for a man with creative ta-
lents. So Mr Ganju must stay, it
was decided. Mr Ganju resigned
from India Government service, set
up a public relations agency, the
dummy agency was commissioned
by the Embassy to do the jobs
which Mr Ganju was supposed to be
doing till his resignation and his fees

were fixed at $60,000 dollars, or·
450,000 a year. On the day he
signed, Mr Ganju's basic month
salary was only Rs. 1,200, or R
14,400 for the whole year.

Mr Bhagat, the Union Minister ol
State for Finance, claimed in the
Rajya Sabha that Mr Ganju "had
considerable experience and had inti
mate knowledge of all subjects"
which qualified him for the new job.
But the fact is Mr Ganju has never
had any background in economics or
economic jOl\rnalism. Whatever ex
perience he has acquired in external
publicity is itself the product of spe

.cial dispensations doled out to hun.
But Mr B. K. Nehru is not a Sh
hensha who can reward his favourite
with diamonds whenever he feels like
it. We will agree with Mrs Gandhi
that, as Greek and Latin roots of
words go, this skulduggery perpetra!
ed in the Washington Embassy is not
corruption. But it is nepotism none-
theless, just as much it was nepotism
when against the advice of financial
experts and members of Parliament,
it was decided to sanction crores 01
rupees to Jayanti Shipping Company
a firm with a total share capital 01
exactly Rs 200, all because the then
Prime Minister was fond of the table
manners of Dr Dharma Teja.

Nepotism may not be corruption,
but it is not godliness either. Pub-
lic money is not for burning and
there is no reason why Mr B. K.
Nehru should not be asked for an
explanation and, if his explanation i
not satisfactory, go. Mr Bhagat how.
ever claims that the decision to offer
the prize to Mr Ganju was approved
"at t.he highest level". Who was this
"highest level" ?

CORRECTION
The figures for American costs in

the Vietnam war in Para 5 of last
week's main editorial should be 12
billion and $30 billion (not million).

Some old sets of NOW
(Oct. 9, 1964 to September
24, 1965) are available ae
Rs 20 each : postage extra.

Onward to new horizons, men of
India. You have nothing to lose bul
your brains.

Shankar's Weekly
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its ranks around the party and t
President, to intensify its political i
doctrination, and to "reinforce itsw
preparations in order to be ready t
smash the US imperialist aggression
;\t any moment". The next day Peo-
ple's Dai'ly, while reproducing the
text, added: "To intensify our war
preparations is our lasting strategic
task. vVe must be ready to combat
American imperialism soon and on
a large scale".

The second text was a report 01
the political department of the army.
There Hsiao Hua, the director of the
department, while developing at great
length the theme of political indoctri.
nation of the army, also dealt with
another theme: the proximity of a
Sino-American military conflict. "The
US is transporting the centre of gra·
vity of their strategy in Asia", said
the author of the report, adding tiM
"American imperialis,m has obstil1ate·
ly stood against the Chinese people ...
It has always wanted to impose war
on us and begin a trial of strength
with us". From this Hsiao Hua drew
the following consequences:

"We must make all our prepara.
tions against the war of aggression
that the United States can unleash
very soon on a large scale with nu·
clear or other weapons and on several
fronts. All our work must be put on
a war footing .... Our highest duty
to our people and to the people of
the world is to prepare ourselves for
a war against aggression. We must
include in our calculations the most
difficult circumstances that could ar-
rive anel prepare ourselves in &11 the
domains, first and before everything.
in the ideological and political wOlk"
He added that the outcome 01 war
is decided by men. He ended his re-
port by an appeal to "the spi~'it of
revolutionary heroism, the aUl.hciL)'
in revolution and in battle which
fears neither war nor sacrifice ....
vVe can drown the American aggres-
sors in the ocean of people's war".

Lin Piao's Article
When was this decision to accept

the war against the USA t ken? To
answer this question we have to go
back a little earlier. There we come
across the extremely significant arti-
cle of Lin Piao published in Peking
on September 2, 1965, the 20th anni-
versary of the Republic of Vietnam
and of the Japanese capitulation.

Two aspects of this article have
drawn the greatest attention abroad,

NOW

series of informhion emanating hom
China tends to establish that the
Americans are probably in errOL
Many indication&, suggest that the
jolts that have been shaking the inter-
nal politics of China for some time
have come partly from the pressure
of the Vietnamese war. After a long
and stormy debate within the leader-
ship, the party and the Government
of China have decided to reject the
thesis of patience. advocated by the
p~rtisans of negotiation and compro·
mIse.

China has decided to prepare her·
self for a war against the USA. She
does not want to unleash it and will
try to postpone its arrival. But she
thinks it inevitable and has decided
to accept the necessary sacrifices.

In summer, 1965, when America
plunged . headlong into the Viet-
namese war with enormous means,
China, which had earlier thought of
an imminent Vietcong victory, sud-
denly fOl;md herself faced with a

•. choice of capital importance.- If she
gave priority to her internal cons-
truction then it was her duty to see
that the flames of war were extin-
guished in· Vietnam as soon as pos-
sible through compromises and nego-
tiations. But that would mean a
serious political defeat. On the other
hand if she gave priority to the resis-
tance against American imperialism,
then this would mean a Sino·Ameri-
can war and she must 'be prepared for
the terrible sacrifices that such a war
would entail. .

Sometime between the last autumn
and the beginning of this year China,
it appears, decided to accept a war.
With great prudence she avoided ;tll
war hysteria and all provocations to
the USA, and abstained from an-
nouncing her decision noisily. But
nevertheless she allowed it to appear
in the official document; and warn-
ings to the USA, some of which were
ci ted above.

That. such was the sense of the deci-
sion and that it was taken before the
beginning of this year appear clearly
in the documents dating from the
second half of January, 1966.

On January 18 New China News
Agency revealed that a big military
conference was held sometime back
in Peking, occasioned by the new dir-
ectives of the Central Committee of
the Party and Mao Tse-tung. The
first text issued after the conference
was a communique which opened
with an appeal to the army. to close

The Biggest Sacrifices
The biggest sacrifices? Does China

coolly envisage the terrible conse·
quences of her direct confrontation
with America? Unthinkable! say
the Americans. Yet an impressive.

8

to assure him of Chinese support. In
October Chen Yi affirmed that "China
has the courage to take risks". A new
theme appears, to reappear again :md
again "afterwards: "China is ready.
She has made all necessary prepara-
tions".

The warnings, frequently repeated
in the first half of 1966, suddenlv as-
sumed a new tone after the first Ame·
rican bombings of Hanoi and Hai-
phong. On July 3 it was the Chinese
Government and no longer one of its
members that addressed this cryptic
but significant declaration to the
.USA: "In conformity with the in-
terests and at the demand of the peo-
ple of Vietnam we shall undertake at
any moment actions that we consider
necessary" .

New themes appear: Geneva agree-
ments have been violated, another Ge-
neva Conference is henceforward out
of the question. To the aerial war
China could reply by a counter-
attack on land. The war will no
longer know any limit or frontier,
the North and South will be one in
Vietnam, China and Vietnam sha1l be
one t.heatre of operations. Chen Yi
added: "However far you extend
your war and however high be the
required price we shall SUPPOi-t Ull'

failingly and up to the hilt the com-
bat led by the Vietnamese brothers".

After less than three weeks, on the
occasion of the partial mobilisation
ordered by Ho Chi Minh'in Hanoi,
Liu Shao-chi, in a solemn declaration
of the "President of the Republic",
proclaimed at a mammoth meeting of
one million in Peking, "Do not mis-
calculate about your adversaries. Pro·
letarian internationalism is the sup-
reme principle that guides our foreign
policy". In a new formula the de-
claration adopts the idea that China
and Vietnam are one: "The vast ex-
panses of the Chinese territory c:onsti·
tute the safe rear of the Vietnam! ~e
people". Another novelty; the de ..
claration gave the serious warning:
"The aggression of American impt'o
rial ism against Vietnam is an aggres·
sion against China". Finally it pro·
claimed: "The Chinese people are
ready to consent to the biggest sacri·
fices that a nation can endure".



PRODUCTIVITY: the only way to self-reliance.

SOWING THE
SEEDS OF PROGRESS•UNION CARBIDE PRODUCTS FOR lNDIA'S HOMES,
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EVEREADY Torch Batteries; Torches, Torch Bulbs: Radio and Transistor
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Components for telecommunication and elec·
tronic equipment are 'but a few of the numerous
Union Carbide products that are helping India's
progress towards greater strength in Defence
and Industry. .

Union Carbide telecommunication
batteries keep open the only link between

the Army Command and remote
border outposts.

A tiny battery, no larger than a pencil stub, helps
to carry the voice of command to border patrols
in swamps, des.erts and on snow-covered moun.
tam passes. A field wireless set, powered by
Union Carbide batteries, is invariably the vital
link in the chain of communications.

Union Carbide serves the needs of Defence
with flashlights and with batteries for field wire-
less sets; it also manufactures electrodes and
special batteries for the highly complex electronic
equipment used by the Defence Services.
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Towards
India and abroad many people

think that China will not directly
tencne in the Vietnamese war Ull-

her geographical frontier is cro~s-
by the Americans; her tirades

.gainst ,\merica are nothing but
phra e-mongering that tries to con-
(eal her mortal fear of America; with
II her \'erbosity about proletarian

Internationalism, what she wants in
elfelt is that Vietnam should fight for
bel'. at only that. China's sup-

me desire is to see a direct confron-
lion betw'een America and Russia
hith will destroy the two and pave

the way for her to dominate the
orld.
Robert Guillain, the Far Eastern
pert of Le Monde, has examined

uch arguments in an extremely im-
portant article Vers Une Guene Sino-
ifmericame? (Towards a Sino-Ame-
ricanWar?, Le Monde, August 4 and
5, 1966), Basing his analysis on an
Impresi\'e array of facts he shows not
only that there are compelling rea-
sons for China's intervention in the

iel.namese war but also that she is
cti\ely preparing herself for it. Seen

m this context the recent upheavals
m illternal Chinese politics-various-
ly interpreted here and abroad as the
truggle between the civil ,and mili-
taryor as the jockeying for power in-
ide the leadership-fall into their

proper places and c.an be given a {air-
Iy consl tent meanmg.

The main arguments of Guillain
are:

The prevailing opinion among the
merican ruling circles in Saigon and

Washington is that vis-a-vis China
merica has a wide limit of security

in Vietnam. China, they believe,
WOlildlike to see the last Vietnamese
6~ht for her. She will not intervene
dIrectly in the war. She is afraid of
American atomic power. It is she
and not America which is the 'paper
tiger', T;'is thesis is at the basis of
President Johnson's latest phase of
e (alation since the end of June this
ear in which the bombing to the

north of the 17th parallel has become
the principal American action in
order to force flo Chi Minh to nego-
tiate peace.

Many keen observers of the Chinese
elle think, however, ~hat the Ame-

C. C. PARES

ricans are dangerously optimistic.
They believe that the present Chin-
ese abstention from direct interven-
tion must not be taken as proof of
China's intention to stay out of the
conflict. If China has abstained so
far, that is because direct intervention
on her part is not yet necessary. To
her great satisfaction and admiration
the North Vietnamese are holding out
against the American bombs. ThICY
do not cry for help,

But to think that China will wait
till the last Vietnamese soldier peri-
shes and that she counts on Vietnam
to fight for her is to impute to her
a cynicism that she certainly does
not have. Contrary to the prevail-
ing American opinion, Chinese pa-
tience does not concide with her fron-
tiers, The invisible limit of China's
patience is much nearer than her geo-
graphical frontiers and will be cross-
ed as soon as China feels that she is
losing her North Vietnanlese shield.
That China just cannot afford to see
North Vietnam crumble should be
evident to anyone having some know-
ledge of the geographical and his tori-

" cal data of Chinese politics. General
MacArthur also believed that China
would not directly intervene in
Korea. But she intervened even be-
fore his army had reached her fron-
tier.

To justify the validity of this latter
point of view it is not necessary to
evoke the ancient historical links be-
tween China and Vietnam. For pre-
sent-day China, in any case, Tonkin
is the protecting bastion of Commu,
nism in the south where China call
hardly permit the establishment of all
American base, not to speak of a
hostile or even a neutral regime.

Marshal Lin Piao cannot permit
the defeat of Giap's army, the power-
ful phalanx of Communism in South-
East. Asia. If the North Vietnamese
bastion goes, the whole politico-
military equilibrium of the Southern
region is shaken. Hainan, the big
Chinese island commanding the Bay
of Tonkin, is threatened, Formosa is
consolidated and Chiang Kai-shek
will be more than ever tempted to
throw his troops 011 the coast of South
China.

South .China is extremely sensitive

War?
to the situaLion in Tonkin. For
Peking, capital of the North, Canton,
the first city of the South, was always
a centre of opposition and the South·
ern provinct;s always showed centrifu-
gal tendencies. A Communist de[ea~,
in Tonkin might engender, Formosa
aiding, serious political fermentation
in the whole of South China.

To all these realistic arguments one·
should add other very important con-
siderations that belong to the domain
of ideology and propaganda. Viet·
nam is par excellence the test case of
Chinese Communist theses on the de-
velopment of the world revolution.
At least four of these' theses will re-
ceive a disastrous blow if China lets
Jorth Vietnam be crushed. First

thesis: independence is not gained
- by political action alone but by arm-

ed struggle in a just war of libera·
tion ; second 'thesis: people's war is
invincible; third thesis: Americiln
imperialism is a paper tiger; fourth
thes-is: p1101etarian internationalism
requires that socialist countries must
not remain satisfied by making theil
own revolutions and consolidating
them but must help people who are
making them in other countries.
These thesOes, first affirmed in course
of the Sino-Soviet ideological dispute,
have for the last two years assumed a
more and more 'Vietnamese' signi-
ficance.

China Is Ready
Far from keeping silent auout their

obligations towards Vietnam, which
they could have done had they want-
ed to remain passive, the Chinese
leaders have not ceased to proclaim
them more and more loudly by mul-
tiplying their warnings to the USA.

In March, 1965, on the morrow of
the first raids on the North and of
the first landing of the Marines at
Da Nang, €hen Yi qualified the Ame-
rican intervention "as the "climax of
madness", He promised to Viet-
nam "men who will go to fight
shoulder to shoulder with the Viet-
namese people, .... at any moment
that they ask for it". In August the
Chinese military attache in Hanoi
publicly declared that the regular
Chinese army was ready. In Septem-
ber Lin Piao sent a telegram to Giap

7



-namely, the global strategy of Chi-
nese Communism and the encircle-
ment of the advanced capitalist coun-
tries by the underdeveloped world.
But a large part of this article should
be read in the context of the war in
Vietnam which had taken a new turn
a t that time.

If a quarter of a century ago five
hundred million Chinese could de-
feat the Japanese aggressors by the
methods of people's war, elaborated
under the direction of Mao Tse-
tung, seven hundred million in our
day will certainly be able to crush
US imperialism by the same methods,
says the chief of the Chinese army
in substance. "We want to repeat
once more to the Americ,!-n imperia-
lists", says Lin Piao, "that the vast
ocean of several hundreds of millions
of Chinese in arms will be more than
sufficient to submerge a few million
soldiers of aggression., The naval
and aerial superiority which you
boast of cannot intimidate the
Chinese people, any more than the
atomic bomb that you brandish
against us. If you want to send your
troops, do it then, and in as great
a number as possible; we shall des-
troy as many as you can send".

This thesis is spiritedly opposed to
the 'revisionist' thesis of compromi~e
with American imperialism. The in-
creasing propagation of this thesis
has since been accompanied by a
more and more clear affirmation of
the preponderant role of the army in
the internal life of China and the
dominating influence of Marshal Lin
Piao.

The decision' to prepare for war
was taken, in all probability, in the
month of September, the turning
point of the war in Vietnam. As a
matter of fact in July, 1966, the
Chinese Press revealed, apropos of
the cultural revolution and the ac-
companying purges, that a meeting
of the Central Committee of the
Party was held in September, 1965,
when the decision on purges was
taken on the initiative of Mao Tse
Tung.

Starting from there a hypothesis
can be advanced-a hypothesis that
appears to be solidly sU$tained by the
known facts when it is considered
that the decision to prepare for war
serves henceforth as the key to what
happened in China beginning with
the autumn of 1965. In particular,
it explains, to a great extent, the
purges and the cultural revolution

10
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which began to develop [rom that
moment.

At the end of September, at a Press
conference, one heard Chen Yi de-

The Purge
That this audacious orientat.ion of

Chinese politics has given rise to re-
sistance appears clearly in all the
documents published by the Chinese
themselves. A theme that has cons-
tantly been recurring for the last one
year is that a bitter struggle is in
progress between two lines, two way
of thinking and acting, on the que
tion of American imperialism: a
hard, revolutionar line and a soft,
eVlSlOnlst me, rea or a Iet-

namese umc '.
e victims of the purge like Peng

Ting-yi the chief of propaganda,
Lo lui-ching, the army chief of staff,
have in various ways opposed the
hard line and the decision of the
majority of the Party led by L.irL.£ia.p,
Teng Hsiao-ping, Liu Shao-chi, Chou
En-Iai and undou te y ao Tse-
tun himself.

The 'hard liners' fear that during
the testing time that is coming there
might be faltering among the 'soft
liners' in whom, fDr all sorts of rea-
sons such as their bourgeois origin,
intellectual trainmg or old contacts,
there might be, at the criSIS hour, a
resurgence of the latent s math f r
the USSR, the West, America,
Chiang KaI-shek, etc. Particularly
suspect in this regard are the edu·
cated circles, the intellectuals, the
administrative and even the party
cadres. Hence the new hase of the
cultural revo utlOn and the attempt,
by constanL imludutlatlOn, to 'see

ate thought of Mao Tse-tung

..... the net effect of the (U.S
Senates' slicing (of the fo-reign a'
bill) was already clear : further c
centration of us help to fewer natio
abroad. Heading the most favour
are South Vietnam, India, Sou
Korea, Pakistan, Turkey and the
minican Republic.

We (Congressmen) are a stron
lot. Once we are in power, we w
to 1'emain in fJower and die in pow

S. K. Pa

NOW
is available at Students' Corner,

P.O. Kharagpur Technology,
Kharagpur, S.E. Railway
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. ANIRUDHA GUPTA

The Commonwealth Again, !

CE more the familiar ritual
would begin: Commonwealth

.\finisters would gather in
n, give interviews to Pressmen,
r on the TV, chat informally
in ide and outside the gloomy

lbolOugh House and then bring
rolllmunique whose contents

d a soon be lost as they disperse.
tradit,ional grandeur of Com-

wealth meetings, including even
ueen's ceremonial banquet, has
to interest the average Britons.

the British mind, I have always
the Commonwealth has somehow

associated with Britain's role
of Suez. That role has now di-

ed, so has their interest in the
monwealth.
nee or twice, of course, Common-
th meetings have sparked some

1. One such occasion was
Mr Wilson proposed his fan-

e Commonwealth Peace Mission
Vietnam. His ideas, in retrospect,

r more grotesque than those of
Prime Minister on the subject.
word, Mr Wilson attempted to

the Commonwealth as an instru-
t to serve his policies in world
'rs. The attempt failed mainly
use of opposition from the Afri-
members: Tanzania's President
rere publicly condemned the pro.
I as disgraceful.
vel' since, during the whole of
, Rhodesia has been the most
ing issue and, as the much

nted embargo against Rhodesia
in a fiasco, Mr Wilson is less
less willing to meet his collea-
from other parts of the Com·

wealth. The Commonwealth
ting has become an embarrass-
t to the Labour Government, for
t from the tonglte-Iashing it
Id receive froin some African
bers on its handling (or mis-

dling) of Rhodesia, the occasion
ht arouse the anger of Labour
lrwingers. If they start pressing
ir Government to take more con-
e actions, the Conservatives would
their chance to play up the Bri-
sentiment of kinship for their
nt brothers in Africa. Thus, the

mestjc scene would be filled with
otion, and an affair which con-
ns the future of over 4 million

Africans would become a matter • of
tactics in British party politics. "Here
in Britain", once a Conservative offi·
cial told me, "we have a fine system
of checks and balances. One party
checks the other from going to the
extreme, .and that is why"-this is
really unsurpassable-"we, the Bri-
tish, are so well known about our
sense of' justice and fairplay." How
do the Africans feel about this 'sense
of justice and fairplay' in Rhodesia?
But no Briton has pelieved anything
other than what he believes.

White Commonwealth
Another trend-a hardening at-

tit,ude to the Commonwealth-is
growing in Britain. Two years back
the late Lord Beaverbrook's son, Mr
Aitkin, first gave expression to this
trend. Writing about the Common-
wealth in the Sunday Express, he sug-
gested that a white Cmmonwealth
should be reconstituted, the others
who "were trouble-makers should be
shown the door." The belief that the
Commonwealth as it is today has
ceased to serve' Britain's national in-
terest is spreading fast. Ind«:ed, some
think that their national interest
would be served best if Britain leaves
the Commonwealth. There was even
jubilation in cert.ain quarters when
Dr Kaunda of Zambia demanded Bri-
tain's expulsion from this body.
Writing about it in a letter to The
Times, authoress Elspeth Huxley
averred:

"If precedent is any guide, expulsion
would prove a turning point in our eco-
nomy, as it has for South Africa, which
since its expulsio'n has never looked back.
Millions more would then become avail-
able to modernize ourselves, build more
schools and roads and hospitals and do
many other things we badly want to do
but cannot afford. So let us warmly weI·
come President Kaunda's initiative and
indeed start the ball rolling ourselves .. ."
Between 1960 and 1965 Britain's

Commonwealth contribution to Afro-
Asian members totalled about £96.6
million. Of this over 40 per cent has
been used to maintain British per-
sonnel and' services in these coun-
tries! One wonders, therefore, 'how
many schools and roads and hos-
pitals and many other things' could

have been bctilt with this sum 01
£44 million spent over a period 01.
five years. A shopkeeper's mind sel-
dom changes.

So much about the British atti-
tude; what about the Africans? It
seems that for some years Africans
geHuinely believed that the Common-
wealth was a big international orga-
nization and, what is more, it pro-
vided them a platform to fight racial·
lism on an inter-continental basis.
When in 1961, South Africa was ex-
pelled from the Commonwealth, the
event was hailed as. a victory for the
Africans on a matter of basic princi-
ple. This encouraged African mem-
bers to use the Commonwealth in a
more concrete way. They suggested
the setting up of the Commonwealth
Secretariat, asked for collective aid
and assistance from advanced mem-
bers to help their economy and de-
manded, in recent years, that Rhode-
sia be made a Commonwealth affair
instead of being an exclusive concern
of "Great" Britai--n. In all these de-
mands the Africans have met with
disappointment. The Secretariat has
come up, but it stays in London and
its functions remain ~lissfully vague;
t.he flow of aid and assistance has not
come up to expectation, and Rhodesia
still firmly remains a British affair.
By and large, it would be the Rhode-
sian issue which would decide future
African attitude to the Common.
wealth. Instead of using the associa-
tion for constructive purposes, they
would decide to leave it as another
form of 'nco-colonialism'. Of course,
with Nkrumah gone the strident cry
against 'neo-colonialism' has subsided:
The African members could not also
be expected to be uniform in their
attitude. The smaller nations, and,
perhap5 Kenya, which at the mo-
ment, is very rimch under British in-
ft.uence, would like to watch and wait.
Only Tanzania, which has broken off
diplomatic relat.ions with Britain,
might take joint. action with Zambia
against the Commonwealth. Zambia'~
threat to leave the Commonwealth i'
understandable. For a long time,
Dr Kaunda has persuaded his people
to be patient With Britain. He be·
lieved that Britain would eventually
take action against rebel Rhodesia so
as to rescue his country from current
mess. By now that belief has va-
nished and Dr Kaunda finds it in-
creasingly difficult to justify his po-
licy of patience.' Some drastjc step
became necessary and at least a threat

11
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In doing so, we showed another u
explored region of our mental ignor
ance. Ignoring the changes that h
taken place in this free associati
of nations, we continued to beli
that Britain was Commonwealth. T
belief persists just because we ha
never ou tgrown the period of adol
cence.

The Commonwealth is not Britai
though British .influence still dom
nates Commonwealth affairs. Th
unhealthy situation could only
remedied if Afro-Asian mem
wrest the initiative from Britain
Rhodesia and use the resources of
Commonwealth to defeat Smith's
bellion. If they succeed it would
a fitting climax to the trend that
gan in ]961 when South Africa
expelled. But, in case they fail, th
association with the organizati
would, indeed, become purpose!
It would then be of little interest
the Commonwealth disintegrates
survives.
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cry when certain references to Indo·
Pakistan disputes appeared in the
Prime Ministers' communique and,
during our recent disputes with Pa·
kistan, we demanded withdrawal from
the Commonwco;alth on the ground
that Britain was unjustifiably favour-
ing Pakistan. Such an attitude only
showed the mentality of a petulant
child. For with our white-collared
bureaucracy, a highly Anglicized edu-
cat.ed class and parliamentary institu·
tions, we believed that Britain would
some day recognize our merits. "Look,
burs is a democracy and theirs a total
military dictatorship", we said and
felt this was enough to convince free·
dom-Ioving Britain about the just.
ness of our stand vis-a-vis Pakistan.
\<\Then this did not click, we were out-
raged and used harsh'langu~ge against
our former 'Ma-Baap'. "After all, you
have been step-motherly even before
Pakistan was born", and then, as if
to punish the British, we demanded
withdrawal from the Commonwealth.

.......... ~.--~--_.~.,-._--~---~ .•
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to break away from the Common-
wealth had to be made.

SHRJRAM VINYL & CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, NEW DELHI-I

- ~has compo·und interests!
__ .. _. _ ......J

India's Attitude
We now come to the last point-

our attitude to the Commonwealth.
Very little can be said on the subject,
for in most parts the Commonwealth
has existed only in our sub-conscious.
Once, in the glorious dawn of our
independence, we thought that asso-
ciation with the Commonwealth was
bad because it would restrict our free-
dom in world affairs. But the Har-
row-trained Prime Minister, who felt
more at home in England than in
this country, dispelled those misgiv-
ings .. After India's performance on
the Suez crisis of 1956, we were fully
reassured that Commonwealth mem-
bership could not limit our freedom
of action in foreign policy. Ever
since, we have raised complaints
against the Commol1wealth whenevel
we ran into. difficulties with Pakistan.
In ]964, we raised a terrible hue and
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Black Power

BLACK Power" is the hottest
slogan in the Negro move-

t, and it. means different things
different people.
Let's first take the critics o( the

n, before the philosophy and,
re important, its emotional roots,
underst.ood. To Martin Luther

g, it means "black supremacy"; to
y Wilkins, head of the NAACP
ational Association [or the Ad-
cement o[ t.he Colored People),
o matter how endlessly they try to

plain it, the term 'black power'
ans anti-white power ... reverse Ku
ux Klan." The Attorney-General
the United States, on the other

nd, describes "Black Power" as
erely a bid [or organizing a Negro
loe as a political power, such as the
bor unions are in the US.
"Black Power" means a little bit

f all this and mllch more, and unless
is "much more" is understood the

ppeal of the slogan will be missed.
dditionally, it must also be seen in
e cont.cxt o[ the rift that has deve-

oped within the Negro movement
If, between people committed to
Gandhian concept of non-violent

emonstrations and what James Far-
eI', fanner director of CORE (Con-
ess (or Racial Equality) calls in his
cent book as the "new ]acobins",

tching for "struggle in the streets."
his l:i[t has appeared because the
egro movcment, while achieving

much, has awakened the awareness
f how little has been achieved.
Thei'e is a second reason also, and

this is subtly psychological. A jour-
nalist, reviewing a recently published
OIlle on Negroes described it pic-
uresquely. Negroes, he wrote, see

the Rev King as a Moses, but they
have no Promised Land. "The Ame-
rican Negro is condemned to live in
Egypt, but it. is an Egypt which has
already built its pyramids and no
longer needs slaves."

These are picturesque words that
try to describe the adrift posit.ion of
the Negroes, of a sense of gaining
much yet not enough, of getting in-
tegrated schools yet. as far away as
always [rom real integration into the
white society. The problem can be
best described in a word that has be-
come fashionable among intellectuals

in the West, alienation. For intellec-
tuals, it's a cerebral sensa~ion; for
Negroes it's something close to heart,
almost. tactile in its poignance.

Negroes have fought this sense of
alienation in various ways. Du Bois
died in exile a Communist; he sought
identity in black nationalism of
Africa and Marxism. Black Muslims
have sought this in racial exclusion
and in a demand for Black Pakistan
in the US. Malcolm X was the
latter-day apostle of the tragedy of
Negro identity; he bore an X instead
of a family title, because all Negroes
bear family names originally given
by their white masters who, in the
distant past, had enjoyed their mo-
thers and sisters, but kept Negroes at
an arms' length from whit.e women.

Search For Ident,ity
The slogan of "Black Power" is

the latest, a somewhat more sophis.
ticated version of this Negro search
for identity. Paradoxically enough,
it is preached by a leader who is not
an American native,---Stokely Carmi-
chael who moved to the US from th('
Port of Spain in Trinidad only 14
years ago. A double paradox for an
Indian observer is that Carmichael
heads an organization which was offi-
cially inspired by Gandhian non-
violence-Student.s' Non-violent Co-
ordinating Committee, spelled SNCC
in short, pronounced Snik.

A position paper published bY'
SNCC outlines what is here tossed
around as "Black Power". It advo-
cates t.he exclusive organization of
blacks by the. blacks; whites should
not be allowed in this organization.
''''hires, the paper says, should go to
the white communit.y itself. "How
can one clean up someone else's yard
when one's yard is untidy?"

''''ith this sense of exclusion and
assertion of American N egrohood,
there is also anger and a left-tinged
groping for a social philosophy. The
position paper equates t.he situation
of the Negroes in America willh the
people in colonial countries. "The
broad masses of black people react to
American society in the same mannel
as colonial people react toOthe 'West
in Africa, and Latin America, and
had the same relationship-that of

the colonized toward the colonizer."
Here, we seem to hear the voices of
Du Bois and Malcolm X, two mutual-
ly disparate personalities, but none.
theless united in feelings of emotional
bitterness against the white power
structure in America.

An explosive passage in the SNCC
paper gives a clue to the dark fore-
bodings that have been raised by the
"Black Power" slogan among certain
circles. "Whites are the ones who
must try t.o raise themselves to our
humanistic levels. We are not, after
all, the ones who are responsible for
a genocidal war in Vietnam; we are
not the ones who held a people in
animalistic bondage over 400 years.
We 'reject the American dream as de-
fined by white people and must work
to construct an American reality de-
fined by Afro-Americans."

Two key words in this passage are
"the American dream" and "Afro-
Americans". The addition of Afro
before American underlines the Ne-
gro search for identity apart from the
whites. In the above passage it
fom'ld a political expression in an
anti-Johnson position on the Viet·
nam war. But the question remains
unanswered whether the American
Negro can establish a social and cul-
tural identity of his own that makes
him completely separate from the
whites and brings him closer to his
African forefathers.

This is a debatable point of aca-
demic interest at the moment. What
is more important. is that the old cry
for Negro separatism and identity,
once monopolized by intellectual ex-
patriates like Du Bois or marginal
fanatics like Malc;olm X, is being
raised by a person standing in the
very cent.re of the Negro movement.
Equally important is the fact that
this call can have strange emotional
pulls. Even sophisticated Martin
Luther King, who is totally commit-
ted to non-violence, once admitted
after a meetjng with the late Mal-
colm X, "When he starts talking
about all that's been done to us, I
get a twinge of hate, of identification
with him." For a less educated, less
sophisticated and poorer Negro, the
pull must be stronger.

When you understand this pull,
you realise why the slogan of "Black
Power" and the thinking behind it is
catching the imagination of many
Negroes and attracting the criticism
of many others.
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Calcutta Diary
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Unfortunately, however, the start
was not too encouraging. On the
very nrst day there was an exhibition
of narrow rartisanship t.hat has been
the bane 0 left politics in this State.
The issue was pet4'-which of a
number of identical no-confidence
motions submit.ted to the Speaker
should be given priority? In point
of time the resolution sent in by the
Leader of the Opposition ".~as the
third but it was selected by the
Speaker for being put to vote to de·
cide whether it could be admitted.
All the Opposition benches, includ·
ing the BangIa Congress group, voted
for it. But thereafter a rather un·
seemly quarrel started between some
of the Opposition groups. Why, they
asked the Speaker, had this procedure
lution sent first not been selected or
why should the Speaker not put all
the resolutions to ~ote? The Spea.
ker cited the precedent of a previous
occasion when the same procedure
had been followed. That did not
satisfy some of the groups who in·
sisted that their rights had been vio-
lated and who ultimately walked out
in protest when the Speaker refused
to change his decision. The Con·
gress benches were naturally quick to
take advantage of the situation and
some of the members could be heard
making derisive remarks about left
unity and alternative Government.

What happened in the Assembly
is only a manifestation of the conti-
nuing rift in the left camp. Talks
between all the left parties, including
representatives of the Bangia Con-
gress, Forward Bloc and PSP, have
indeed begun, but I understand that
progress has been rat.her slow and
some of the main hurdles have yet to
be crossed. But there i~ not very
much time left and if, as many fear,
negotiations drag on till t.he Ia t
moment and haggling over seats can·
tinues till a late hour much of the
effect of a united front, even if it is
achieved at the last moment, may be
lost. It is indeed a tragedy that this is
happening at a time when chances 01
a leftist. victory are bright and when
there is considerable pessimism in
the Congress camp even at the top
levels, with sources close to Mr
Atulya Ghosh privately admitting
that the Congress could not get more
than 50 per cent of the seats this time.
Mr P. C. Sens estimate, I am told, is
even more pessimistic. They hope
to form a Government all the same
because they believe they will be the

who sit on the Opposition benches.
Arresting them while the Assembly is
in session would be embarrassing.
Moreover, the last session was con·
ducted with the Opposition benches
completely empty. This did not. en·
hance the reputation of the Govern-
ment of West Bengal and even the
Prime Minister had commented ad·
versely on attempts to conduct an
Assembly with practically all the
Opposition members in jail. A repe-
tition of this would further tarnish
the image of the West Bengal Gov-
ernment. Not that there is much of
an image left, but since the elections
are round the corner the Ministers,
who generally couldn't care less about
such things, have suddenly become
voter conscious. It was necessary
therefore to ensure that the last or
last but one session of the Assembly
before the polling should not be a
repetition of the farce enacted at the
time of the spring session.

'*' '*'
From many points of view the cur-

rent session is important. The
Opposition, deprived of the right to
have their say during the budget
session, are anxious to come out with
their indictment of Government's
policies. The Government, realising
belatedly that it had bungled on the
last. occasion, is also showing Sigl~S
that it is prepared to give the Oppo-
sition scope to speak out. Indica·
tions of this resilient attitude were
evident on the very first day when
the Government gave the Opposition
leave to move its adjournment mo-
tions and, what was surprising, actu-
ally admitted them for discussion
without any obstruction. A no-con-
fidence mot.ion was admitted on the
saine day and the stage is clearly set
for a fortnight or so of tempestuous
debating during which the Govern-
ment will be under heavy fire. The
strength of the Opposition has in-
creased with Mr Ajoy Mukherji's
BangIa Congress group having crossed
over to the other side of the Honse
with eight other members. The
number, it is believed, will increase
before the curr~nt session concludes.
Ag the session opened, the Opposition
was clearly s.et for a long and hard
hitting innings.
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'THE Sen Ministry is generally
anxioius to avoid Assembly

sessions. One has only to examine
the record of Assembly proceedings
during the last few years to realise
that this exercise in democracy has
been kept down to the minimum
laid down in the Constitution. It
was surprising, therefore, when the
present session was hastily summoned
with hardly any notice-the rules of
procedure provide for a fourteen
days' notice. Earlier reports had. sug-
gested that the Assembly would not
meet till Sept.ember which was the
furthest the Government could go
without violating the Constitution.
But a glance at the list of business
fixed for this session provides an
answer to the mystery.

The United Left Front has an-
nounced a programme of gheraos and
other demonstrations from Septem-
bGr IS onwards. These demonstra-
tions are expected t.o culminate in a
general strike which may last 48
hours beginning from September 23.
The Government, it seems, decided
to summon the Assembly for a short
session to arm .it.self with the weapons
required to suppress the coming
movement. The West Bengal Secu-
rity Act expired in January this year.
An ordinance was issued to revalidate
the act.. In view of Parliament's re-
luctance to permit further use of the
Defence of India Rules it is necessary
to revive the Security Act which be-
came redundant. while the much more
comprehensive Defence of India
Rules were available. The Rules
have, of course, not been withdrawn
and the Chief Minister of West Ben-
gal wants the right to use them to
curb any movement in the State.
But the Centre has received the pro-
posal rather coldly. Hence the need
to fall back on the Security Act.

Another piece of legislat.ion that. is
to be pushed through in the present
session is an amendment to the In-
dian Penal Code which will give
wider powers to the police to deal
with attempts to damage public pro-
perty.

There is probably another reason
for the unusual haste in summoning
this session. The first victims of the
Security Act will obviously be those



FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Politics Of Corruption

single group anu with the
backing them up they can

on some people breaking away
the Opposition.

• *
pite tlle publicity given to it
c of the papers the consumers'

resistance movement has not
uch of an impact on the mar-
on the prices of even the one

odit} that seems to have been
d as the immediate target of
ovement-fish. One o[ the rea-

for this is the failure 'of political
s to take up this issue. Up to
the movement within Calcutta
nlined to ordinary consumers
have neither the· experience nor
organisation required for the
ct of a movement of this na-
There is, o( course, no reason,

e face of it, why a genuine con-
s' movement which is free of

'cal influence should not be able
ert sufficient pressure. In fact
bsence o( political parties might
be a source o[ strength for the

cment, as politics probably scares
y some people. But in a country

civic consciousness is very low
politics such a dominant passion
anything (rom a school board
'on to a para club conte'st (lS-

a political complexion, it is
It to conceive of a movement

this gathering momentum if the
tical parties steer clear of it
pletely.
nfortunately political parties,

ring perhaps under the impres-
that these are minor issues, and

t they would like to reserv~ their
ies for "bigger" affairs often
out o[ many matters that vitally

t the lives of the citizens. It is
aps this that explains why many
'cal parties, despite their general

ularity, have [ailed to build up
ass·roots organisation either in
rural or the urban areas.

• •
t was indeed well said by M I'

d Chaudhuri that Calcutta Cor-
tion is a microcosm of the state
affairs prevailing in India as a
Ie. The resignation of Mr Harish
erji, Chief Executive Officer, re-

many aspe.cts o[ the function-
not only of the CorpoI'htion but

the way things are done in this
try. Even if Mr Mukherji may
have been an angel it is clear
those who were responsible for

exit were not inspired by any
ine concern for rooting out cor-

NOW

ruption. Mr Mukherji was not the
first officer who had to go. Some
years ago another officer, Mr S. B.
Roy, who was undoubtedly making
efforts to clear up some of the filtli
in the augean stables of the Corpora-
tion, had to leave under similar cir-
cumstances. In his case there was
not even the excuse of a private car
being repaired in the Corporation
~rn~. . .

What emerges from this affair is
that the Corporation is run not for

Delhi Letter

MRS Indira Gandhi's political
vocabulary, by no means

eclectic, has been shrinking along
with her own vision of things. Cli-
ches like "the maximum we could dO'
should be the minimum we should
attempt" (which was written into
three of her speeches in a fortnight)
and the like smack of certain ama-
teurish gimmickry. The political
innocents who surround her now
proudly proclaim their own "policy
making" role and say she is poised
[or a bIg breakthrough towards the
Left but the short-sighted Leftists and
the Congress old guard are trying to
inhibit. her.

But how does the Prime Minister's
valiant defence of Mr Subramaniam
in both the Houses of Parliament fit
in here? Pray, where is the witch·
hunt in the country outside the one
Mr N anda has surreptitiously launch.
ed against the Left? Mrs Gandhi's
second speech, in the Rajya Sabha,
was once again'''I ... 1 ... 1 ... 1". "I
am second to none in. .. I know we
make mistakes ... I have a responsi-
ble j'ob and it is to guide t.he country
at the critical period of history."
We are now convinced that she is the
daughter. of dest.iny, who has just
solved her dilemma.

I t was very well to accuse the
Opposition of making the country
~'disgraceful" abroad. Strongman
S. K. Patil, who is blossoming fast as
the de facto Leader of the House in
the Lok Sabha, went even further in
his Bombay speech. He said the
Opposition was making defamatory
allegations under the protection of

the citizens but in the narrow in-
terests of a ruling clique which is not
even a majority in that body but is
continuing merely because of the
backing it receives ·from the State
Government. This is true of the
state of affairs at the State or Cen-
tral level even if those in control at
those levels have achieved a certain
finesse in their operations and are
able to give their acts a slightly more
plausible colouring of serving the
general interest.

parliamentary privilege. But i( the
Opposition had not expo<;ed the steel
scandal, it would have been quietly
swept under the carpet. Now every
Steel Minister, beginning with Mr
T. T. Krishnamachari, is jittery. If
the Government is paralysed because
Ministers, unsure of their own role
in the past, are busy checking the
files and brushing up their memory,
thereby holding up normal Govern-
mental functioning, is the Opposi-
tion to be accused of creating an at-
mosphere of witch-hunt?

The Opposition's performance in
Parliament in the steel scandal debate
has been more than creditable. The
Government defences crumbled with
the ftrst salvoes from t.he Opposition
in the Lok Sabha. Four Ministers
approached by the Prime Minister to
speak in defence of Mr Subramaniam
politely declined. Only Mr Chagla
agreed to speak but not in the Lok
Sabha. If the Opposition was keen
on relaying defamatory allegations,
nothing prevented it. For instance,
so many facts it had which might
have gone against Mr Subramaniam
were not stated in the.House because
the Opposition was not yet in a posi-
tion t.o prove them though it was
convinced the facts were correct. In
the Central Hall of Parliament where
a new scandal surfaces every day,
even Congress members are talking
of things which touch other Ministers
in the Cabinet but none had thought
it fit to fling charges wildly in the
House un.der the cover of parliamen-
tary privilege.

The stage has come in our public
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Many feel, however, that to f»
mote talks for unity in the U. P. Co
gress is ·like talking about disarmti
ment at Geneva.

Inder Malhotra in The Statesm

For NOW readers in Western In
may contact

S. D. CHANDAVARKAR
10, Kanara House

Mogal Lane, Mahim
• Bombay-16.

Mr Pati! had something more u
sleeve. By making it appear that
Maharashtra Government had f
to maintain law and order, • II'
was trying to discredit the U
Home Minister.

There was a similar bandh
year and it is now well known
the Maharashtra Home l\1inister
ed terms with George Fernande\
begged him to let a few GO\'ern
employees attend the Sachivalaya
the bandh day. Fernandes agre
issue "passes" to these employee
for a few buses from the main su
ban rail terminals--Churchgate
Victoria Terminus, to enable
"pass holders" to proceed to
Sachivalaya. Even the bandhs
Bombay are staged according to
code .of conduct, it would s
When this story leaked out, ~[r
til's men in the Maharashtra Cab'
tried to attack the Home Mini
Mr D. S. Desai, but with no sue

No wonder, Mr Patil has
deriving vicarious pleasure at
Nanda's discomfiture on that con
versial story in The Statesman.
editorial in The Statesman has ea
Mr N and a on the wrong [oot, tho
he tried to cast certain unfair a
sions .on the paper which, he
was trying to wriggle out of a si
tion it had created for itself. ~
Statesman's fditorial on August
and what was disclosed by Opposit'
members in the Lok Sabha confi
what Now had reported in it i
of August 19. The Statesman's
tical correspondent reserves his
lier position-that he got it from
Home Ministry. In New Delhi
are talking about the Minister
gave the story out. Even if

,Nanda had made all those uno
remarks about the paper, The Sial
man would have the satisfaction
the last laugh in the matter.

August 28, I

NOW

Prime Minister sounded Mrs Joshi
about joining the Government and
Mrs Joshi expressed certain reserva-
tions about it. The plan was clear.
She wanted to split the Congress Left
while making it appear that she was
giving representation to the Left-
wing critics. Mr Bhagwat Jha Azad,
a ginger-group member and a crypto-
Morarjiite, is another name being
mentioned for a' junior position in
the Council of Ministers, along with
Mrs Joshi and Mr K. C. Pant.

There are other instances to prove
that the Prime Minister is not averse
to manoeuvring. Some time ago, the
Delhi newspapers were used as the
sounding board for a suggestion to
advafIce the Lok Sabha elections by
three months. The log-ic of it was
that if the Congress inflicted a crush-
ing defeat on the Opposition, it could
fare far better in the State Assembly
elections to be held three months
later. But there 'was something
deeper to this suggestion blessed by
the Prime Minister if not thought out
by her. According to the present
time-table, if the elections are held
simultaneously for the State Assem-
blies and the Lok Sabha, the Prime
Minister's election would take place
after the Chief Ministers have been
elected. But if the Lok Sabha elec-
tions were advanced by three months,
the present set-up would be there in
the States and the same Chief Min-
isters who elected her in January
1966 would re-elect her for a full five-
year term. .When there was a furore,
everyone tried to look he had noth-
ing to do with peddling the proposal.

New Crisis
The persistent rumours about a

maior Cabinet reshuffle are no longer
to be heard. All that could be ex-
pected is the induction of a few
junior Ministers buf a new Cabinet
crisis is brewing. Mr S. K. Patil is
determined to become the Home
Minister, toppling Mr Nanda and, if
necessary, Mr Chavan, another aspi-
rant for the Home Ministership, it
would seem.

The Bombay bandh could not have
added to Mr Patil's joy. The un-
crowned king of Greater Bombay is
being worsted by Mr George Fer,'
nandes. Mr Patil rushed to Bombay
and in came the resignation of the
three Ministers and all the Congress
MLAs from Greater Bombay. This
was a projection of the Patil-Chavan
conflict in the Central Cabinet. But
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liie when people would believe any
allegation against a Minister. A new
kind of hardened cynicism is the out-
come of the Gqvernment's insensiti-
vity to such charges. The Govern·
ment is intolerant of criticism now
and the police and the DIR are the
answers to every problem. The Prime
Minister has refused to be bullied by
anyone but who has been .bullying
her all these months? Ministers
peddle wretched gossip about the
alleged corruption of their colleagues
and everyone is ready to prove that
the otlier man is corrupt. This is
the kind of Cabinet she is heading.
The very nature of Congress politics
is such that it corrupts anyone who
participates in it. When Mr Subra-
maniam was in soup, who inspired
the stories about the bigger art silk
export scandal (over Rs 5 crores while
Aminchand Pyarelal's was just Rs 4
crores?) in some of the Southern
newspapers, to put another Minister
on spot?

The Prime Minister reduced the
Su bramaniam issue to a matter of
her own personal confidence in a
Minister. She would not look be-
yond that. This is what makes the
Opposition more cynical now. This
is what frustrates some elements in
the Congress party.

Mala Fides
The Congress President, Mr Kama-

raj, is reported to have held that no
Minister need quit until his mala
fides are proved or a prima facie case
is made. But there are many in the
Congress Parliamentary Party, like
Mr Arjun Arora, who believe that
the PAC has already made a prima
facie case against Mr Subramaniam
and he sho1Jld quit. Now it is im-
material whether Mr' Subramaniam
quits or not. The Con?;fess is suffi-
ciently discredited and this is worry-
ing- Congressmen whose re-election is
doubtful now.

The Prime Minister looks harassed
but is reporteli to be planning new
moves to strengthen her position. In
politicking, she is now second to
none. During her reply to the no-
confidence debate, she made a parti-
cular reference to the suggestions
made by Mrs Subhadra Toshi, a
"Left" Congress member, while she
did not have a good word for Mr
Patil who made a chivalrous defence
of devaluation or Mr Krishoa Menon
who put the Swatantra critics in
spot. But it is now known that the
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R Subramaniam musL be a sad
man if in the midst of his
and unknown responsibilities
present Cabinet he still had

for newspapers last week. Al-
all of them, even those who
find no [ault with his magni-
obsessionwith PL 480, seem to
turned on him. His pathetic
ion of innocence has not
s)Inpathy; many newspapers,

e contrary, have [ound much to
end in what the Opposition has
about the report of the Public
t.s Committee. The PAC af-
proved to be one of the rare

ns when the Press has not been
to agree with even the Prime
er; her promise of an inquiry
en found unsatisfactory be-
of the vagueness surrounding
noullcement.
'ot would have nothing to do

the inquiry as "it is too late in
y to convince anyone that the
thing has been done" about
ularities connected with steel

cLions. Such inquiries are not
tutionally correct. Mr T. T.
amachari had set a very good
Ie when he resigned explain-
t a Cabinet Minister's conti-

n should not depend on judg-
by a judicial authority, but
on the confidence of the Prime
er. The fact that the Prime

considers that inquiry is
. into affairs connected with

bramaniam's actions amounts
laration o[ lack of confidence

. If it is so, it is his dULy to
and save the Government [rom

embarrassment. A Minister
s not resign in such circums-

should be asked to quit by the
Minister because at the Cen-
vernment's level of responsi-

no individual should be allow-
continue in office if there is any

about his integrity or even
ty for correct [unctioning. Mr
aniam's argument that no
being is perfect is no reason
man who has committed the
f blunders he has should stick
office.
Hindustan Times is surprised

that the debate on Lhe PAC report
did not go beyond the controversial
steel deals and that the Opposition's
accusing fingers were not pointed in
new directions. Even the 50th re-
port of the Committee contained
observations which clearly suggested
the possible existence o[ administra-
tive skeletons in other cupboards.
Though the paper is critical of some
of the Opposition tactics, it thinks
there should be general support for
the Opposition demand for a tho-
rough probe into the irregularities to
which the Committee has made a re-
ference. The Prime Minister has
agreed to hold an inquiry but she
has not made it clear whether it
would be a departmental probe or a
judicial one. Justice must be done
but, additionally, it must appear to
have been done. Also, the probe
should not be placed in a strait-jacket
through verbal dexterousness in
framing its terms of reference. An
inquiry limited in character and scope
will do injustice to Mr Subramaniam
himself. In the recent controversy
he has come under a cloud of public
suspicion which for his own good
must be cleared completely and con-
vincingly. His own professions of
innocence will not achieve that end.

Criticising the Government for de-
laying a decision on the PAC report
The Times of India says the episode
has once again shown that where the
int~grity of public life is in danger
the Government takes corrective ac-
tion only under dllress. It is typical
of the Government's penchant for do-
ing things by halves that even now
there is some ambiguity about its de-
cision and the Lok Sabha bas been
left wondering whether the inquiry
will cover merely the officials or also
the Ministers concerned. The Gov-
ernment will only invite further
trouble if it tries to limit the scope
of the inquiry after all that has been
said both in and outside Parliament
about the sordid affair. The paper
wants the inquiry committee "to
delve into the entire past" and not
limit itself to the 50th report of the
PAC, because "many previous reports
of this responsible body have had

occasion to draw 'pointed attention to
seri0us irregularitIes in the same Min-
istry in dealing with the same group
of firms". As the names of more than
one Central Minister and at least one
[ormer Chief Minister have been
dragged into the controversy, it is in
the Government's own interest to see
that no taint of suspicion attaches to
any of them and to make the scope
of the inquiry as comprehensible as
possible.

"Inept"
The Indian Express is another

paper which has [ound the Govern-
ment's hadling of the affair "distur-
bingly inept". By dragging its feet
the Government has only succeeded
in placing itself in an increasingly
untenable position. The Opposition
parties have exploited the Govern-
ment's vulnerabilit.y with devastating
effect. In the process, grave embar-
rassment has been caused to at least
one senior Minister, Mr Subrama-
niam, and a cloud of suspicion now
hangs over the whole Government.
Much of what has happened could
have been avoided if the Government
had acted "gracefully and promptly"
on the 50th report qf the PAC. The
paper thinks the "belated decision"
to appoint a committee of inquiry as
suggested in the 50th report has been
overtaken by events. In its 56th re-
port the Committee has asked for a
thorough and comprehensive inquiry
into all aspects of the working of the
Ministry of Iron and Steel with re-
ference to the issue of licences and
permits from 1951-52 onwards. "In
view of ali that has happened in Par-
liament and the misgivings created
in the public mind during the past
few weeks, this recommendation is all
to the good. Its acceptance by the
Government and the formati.on of
the requisite committee of inquiry
should be announced without delay".
The paper is, however, opposed to an
open judicial inquiry, [or there is
"no real merit" in this demand of
the Opposition.

For obvious reasons The Hindu is
in a fix. It has welcomed the "abun-
dant exhibit.ion of Parliamentary
concern for safeguarding the public
interest", but at the same time called
the episode unhappy. The paper is
not surprised that. the Oppo~ition
sought to use the occasion to force
the resignation of Mr Subramaniam.
But with the Prime Minister satisfied
that the PAC did not cast any doubt
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on her colleague, the matter should
ordinarily end at that point. Plead-
ing further for Mr Subramaniam the
paper says that in a demoCl:atic Gov-
ernment with popular Ministers it ib
open to, and is the privilege oj,. an
aggrieved person to appeal agamst
an official decision and seek redress
or more lenient treatment. And the
meeting of a representat.ive of the
impugned firm with the Minister con-
cerned to plead for the toning do,:"n
of the punitive order and the Mm-
ister relenting in the wake of assur-
ances of better conduct should also
be "in order normally". The ques-
tion was whether the revision of the
order was mala fide, and "no one in
Parliament would impute mala fide
action to l\Ir SUbramaniam". The
paper has not forgotten Mr Bhootha·
lingam either. It says that while
vigilance against corruption and i:rre-
CTularities of every kind is very neces-
~ary, witch-hunting among officials
could do a great deal of harm to tlle
administration. "This may have al·
ready happened". Should all the hue
and cry raised against officials mak<:
them pass the buck rather than take
timely and essential administrative
decisions, the ~ountry would be the
loser.

In a subtler way The Statesman
also is behind Mr Subramaniam. It
has cri ticised the PAC for leaving
Mr Subramaniam suspended inside a
thicket of controversy (rom which
neither resignation offers him a clear
way out nor sticking to his duties.
The extent of Mr Subramaniam's
guilt in revising his decision remains
largely a matter for the imagination
or bias of others to assess, for the
PAC after hearing Mr Subramaniam's
reasons had not pronounced upon
them with "indisputable clarity". So
far as the speeches of Opposition
members were concerned, they have
billowed up like clouds of smoke but
by, the way of fire beneath them there
are no more facts than the PAC had
already unearth,cd and publishes!.
What the debate produced was little
more than barbed innuendo, leading
even less conclusively to Mr Subrama-
niam's resignation than the PAC reo
ports. "The Government machinery
was shown to be rotten indeed, but
not Mr Subramaniam". Oppositior.
mem bel'S have failed to prove wlul
they 'had set out to, that Mr Suhra·
maniam had no alternative to resign-
ing. The paper commends Mrs Gan·
dhi (or standi ng by a colleague whose
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guilt so far lies more in the mouth
of other people than in established
malafides, and whose record for in·
tegrity as well as competence is at
least equal to what most Ministers
can boast of who have been in office
since independence. Having said all
this the paper recommends that judg-
ment should be suspended until the
"prompt and comprehensive" inquiry
offered by the Prime Minister is over;

. otherwise innocents may suffer ilnd
the guilty escape.

"India" In S. Vietnam
Pall-iot has quoted some American

newspapers as reporting that the US
military authorities have named a
company of the 5th Marine Regi-
ment's 3rd Battalion serving in South
Viet.nam as "India". It says that an
American paper carried last month a
UPI story of how the company
"India" was ambushed "on a jungle
hill just south of the North Viet-
namese border". Pat?'iot asks the
Government to take serious note of
this report and warn the US authori-
ties against. such "mischievous tricks"
which are obviousl); designed to
create misunderstanding between In-
dia and the people of Vietnam. The
paper also notes that t.he a US oil
company operating in India has de-
cided to send some of its Indian em-
ployees on transfer to South Vietnam
to man an oil storage and supply base
which the compan.y is running for
the US air force in that country. One
batch of employees has already reach-
ed there and others may follow if the
Government of India does not. nip
the mischief in the bud. Eu t before
it can ask the Americans to behave
it must call those businessmen in In-
dia to a halt who' have been trying
to make profits by selling such strate-
gic goods to the puppet Government
in South Vietnam as steel, trucks, and
oxygen cylinders. The Government
has not considered it necessary to do
anything- in the matter. Th~~ is the
kind of attitude which has made In-
dia's non-alignment suspect in the
eyes of the peoples fighting for their
freedom against heavy odds.

. Mr Bhupesh Gupta (Communist-
R) argued that the Congress need
not be concerned about repIying to
o'iticisms (z'n election broadcasts)
because the opposition parties would
themselves contradict one anothe?' on
matters of policy.

Report in The Statesman

Commercial
Amateurism

By A DRA IA CRlTlC

OF all the current amateur p
ductions which have hit

headlines, Ingit's Sesh Theke Stir"
the most notable. It is regul
drawing a huge crowd. But one
disturbed when critics and conn
seurs of considerable repute descr'
it as "a drama of original id
daringly produced". One at 0
feels that these are claims .•.irhich
serve the speediest demolition.
fact, Sesh Th~ke Sum is neith
'drama' nor does it c0!ltain any i
that is 'original'.

On the formal side, the met.h
the writer is almost always fictio
without ever being dramatic,
play is simply a bundle of epi
kept together by the locale a
Whenever the playwright tries to
card his narrative method in fa
of the dramatic, he simply ran
the worn out tradition of the'
made play' and imports some
old theatre-conventions: the con
tion of mistaken identity, the
vention of retrospective expo'
the convention of clownery a
on. Moreover, the farcical i'
handled in the horse-play m
and the treatment of the pathe
always in the fashion of the
teenth cent.ury 'sentimental cO
At the most, Sesh Thehe Sllrll ••

form, is only an actable th
script.

Regarding the theme, it is di
to find anything 'original' in
play. Nilmoni, having courled
suIt from his daughter-in-law,
opened a studio near a burning
Bholanat.h, his assistant, in spi
a streak of the fugitive in him.
lust for life. Their business
phot~graph the dead. In conn
with their profession, we find
meeting a number of people-a
vagabond, a frustrated lover, a z
guardian, a pair of hooligans.
mall, a drunk husband, a ni
sadhubaba and a number of
persons. In the last portion
play ('which has a quality co
to onion', to q uOl.e Coleridge)
understanding creeps in betw
partners. Bholanath pretend
dead and having sufficiently tes
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genuineness of his partner's love
(and the patience of the spectator as
well) decides to be alive again. They
embrace and the play ends with a
meliorist. twist when they liquidate
their business and meditate a return
to normal life.

Again one can't help feeling a bit
queer when the production of this
play is called 'daring'. The set-
design is of the M.adame Vertris-
model, the blockings are utterly con-
ventional, make-up and costume
schemes do not- indicate any origina-
lity and the delivery is nearly always
reminiscent of Nirmalendu Lahiri's
tremulous style which appeals to the
sensory nerves alone.

Wherein lies, then, the mystery,
thanks to which such a convention-
ally produced convention-ridden play
can enjoy so much popularity? The
key to this enviable success lies in
the theatre-sense of Satya Banerjee
(the playwright-cum-producer) who
because of his long association with
the commercial theatre knows how
to let things appear brilliant and
profound without really being any of
these. Finally credit must be given
to the vigorous acting of Satya Baner-
jee and Samir Mazumdar which helps
the transformation of a commercial
bagatelle into something really en-
joyable.

Volksoper
By A MUSIC CRITIC

MR Nirmalendu Chaudhuri, our
ablest exponent of Bengali

folk songs, presented a full-length
folk opera in Calcutta last Saturday,
an event which merits more than
ordinary notice. Mr Chaudhuri's
personal popularit.y, fully deserved by
virtue of both his own artistry and
the extent of his collection, remains
undiminished, but he is not content
with this person'al success and feels
that a tradition can be revived and
sustained only by wider sharing. The
school he has built up has done much
to spread this tradition and its suc-
cess has encourag-ed him to attempt
operatic productions. Malua) from
the famous Maimansingha Gitika)
was admirable as the first choice.

The production on Saturday w,as
not flawless; Mr Chaudhuri could not
have expected it to be so in his first
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attempt. :8oth singing and
t were occasionally disjoint-

effectswere not always ideal,
Mymensingh dialect-which

people may find difficult to
even in ordinary conversation
oftenincomprehensible because

acoustics. The quality of
, too, was not always impres-
But what is important is that

uction as a whole made an
t; the ~motions of the simple

theme found their way into
. ed hearts through the barriers
amiliar custom and language.

mainroles were ably performed
r Chaudhuri's students; the
man who acted as Binod has a
larIy rromising voice. Mr
uri himself appeared as a

and thrilled the audience
the fabulous range and control

. voice.
e Hindu zamindar was substi-
for the original Muslim Qazi

had abducted Malua; this was a
change, for obvious social rea-
but it prevented inclusion of

original social commentary on
's Hindu fate after her rescue.

of which goes to show that Ben-
had a much maturer under-

'ng of social and communal
ems some two hundred years
than they have had in this cen-
, Anyway, some cuts would have

unavoidable for any stage pro-
'on; contemporary social consi-
'ons helped Mr Ghaudhuri to
the original story to manageable
rtions.

The Czechs And
Vietnam

was somewhat taken aback when
e across the following in the

riean Reporter of August 3,

e Czech literary weekly 'Lite-
i Novini' recently made a signi-
t departure from the standard
munist practice of publishing
broadcasting only those materials

'ch reflect the Hanoi propaganda
that the war is being waged by

erican 'aggressors', It surprised
ign observers by reprinting seve-
objective passages from the French

al 'Le Monde',

NOW

"When Czech readers opened their
copies of the literary weekly on July
16, for example, they read for the
first time about the Vietcong terro-
rism that has consistently charac-
terised the Communist aggression
against South Vietnam.

"One passage pointed out that 'the
cruelty of this war knows no sides
and it would be unjust to ascribe it
to Americans only. The Vietcong ...
often bring destruction and suffering
to the rural population by night at-
tacks which are murderous for the
villages and by political operations-
execu tions'.

"The article also commented about
the Communist guerillas' lack of
support from the South Vietnamese
in rural areas and the Vietcong's
mounting pressures on villagers,

"'Since recruitment is growing in-
creasingly difficult' the Czech publi.
cation added, "the Vietcong often re-
sort to forced conscription of boys
from 14 years up' ",

The propaganda organ of the US
imperialists in India is naturally
jubilant, for even bourgeois liberals
refuse to be taken in by the trumpet·
tongued lying about Vietcong atro-
cities. Writing on the proposed
trial in Paris of Johnson, McNamara
and Rusk at the initiative of Ber·
trand Russell, Newsweek of August
15 says: "j\nd both he [famous play-
wright Pet~r Weiss] and Schoenman'
[Russell's American Secretary] bridle
at the suggestion that perhaps con·
sideration might be given to 'trying'
the Vietcong ... Lord Russell, snaps
Schoenman, 'would no more think of
doing this than of trying the Jews
of the Warsaw ghetto for their up-
rising against the Nazis in World
World War 11.'"

One would perhaps remember that
last year after the World Peace Con·
gress at Helsinki-at a time when the
US was both escalating their war in
Vietnam and carrying on a fraudu·
lent peace offensive to deceive world
public opinion, especially, opinion at
home-the Czech Radio broadcast a
report that a spokesman of the South
Vietnam National Liberation Front
had accused China of preventing res·
tod'tion of peace in Vietnam. Very
soon, however, the Czech Radio had
to admit that the report was false.

Only recently the Warsaw Pact
members, including Czechoslovakia,
made generous offers of help to Viet·
nam. Are we to suppose -that the--
Czech or East European variety of

Communism is a two-faced thing
which, while loud in its protestations
of friendship and support for the
national liberation struggles in Asia,

.Africa and Latin America, really
fears and distrusts th~m and strives
for some political understanding with
its main enemy-US imperialism-
in order to maintain the status quo,
i.e. regimes of oppression in two-
thirds of the world?

Will some representative of the
Czech Government throw some light
on the report carried by the A meri-
can Reporter of August 3 ?

KAMAL MITRA

Calcutta

Inside China
While I dissociate myself from the

virulence and vituperation in the
attack launched by Mis Sen, Raj a-
mony and Gupta in their letter 'In-
side China' (Now) August 26), I wish
to concur with their views on your
failure to editorially or otherwise
comment on the recent Chinese
purge. The independent and in-
partial reader of Now has reasons to
be disappointed with and equally
dismayed at the pro-Chinese procli-
vities which possibly prompted you
to keep a studied and scrupulous (or
unscrupulous?) silence on the cul-
tural, intellectual and ideological
"purges" which have been going on
in Mao's China for quite some time
now.

S. PARAMESW ARAN

Calcutta

I studied the table (Calcutta Diary.
Now) August 12) of commodity pri-
ces in China since 1965 and com-
pared them with the prices 'prevail-
ing in Calcutta hoping that there
will be a gulf of difference between
the two countries.

But after much scrutiny I found
that commodities are not much
cheaper in China than in India,
barring rice and other foodstuffs,
though it is surprising to note that
sugar is dear in China. Other neces-
saries, namely, ~hoes, cloths and yarns,
garments and utensils are more
costly. Thus it is obvious that much
ado is made about the dynamic pro-
gress in China by her friends in
India.

The only highlight of the report
is that" ... all food items except rice
are unrationed and apparently in
good supply". Perhaps half-starved
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Indians should envy the Chinese be-
cause they have a good supply of
foodstuffs in spite of ration cards.

EDtllE
Calcutta.

'Ominous' Silence
It is difficult to understand what

prompted you or your correspondents
to observe an ominous silence (be-
sides publishing a letter from one of
the readers) over the shameless utter-
ings of Mr Bhupesh Gupta at Ahme-
dabad, which extended a 'feeler' to
Indian capitalists that they would be
allowed to co-exist with Mr Bhupesh
Gupta's party (ironically known as
the Communist Party of India) when
it comes to power. I presume that
your silence is not due to sheer over-
sight. Do you or do you not feel it
your moral responsibility to unmask
persons who pose to be leaders of
the common people whom, however,
they are virtually stabbing from be-
hind by entering into an unholy alli-
ance with the exploiting classes and
their henchmen in the ruling party?
Is "an act of betrayal from inside" a
matter of less importance than "vio-
lence from the top"? Or, should
we assume that your frenzied craving
for a VLF Government in place of
the existing corrupt regime prevents
you from commenting on a subject
which might embarrass a holy partner
in the alliance? If this be the reason
there is little hope that this letter
of mine will be published. I will
also give up reading Now) a weekly
for 'intellectuals' who do not want to
enter into 'filthy political contro-
versies'.

ELA MITRA
Sinthi, Calcutta

Satyagraha
Mr Vtpal Dutt's proposition 'that

satyagraha, non-cooperation and civil
disobedience as applied in the In-
dian situation were all imitations,
needs modification. The form might
have been old; but the touch of re-
ligious mystification, the sense. of
sanctity attached' to them, which
attracted the god-fearing unsophist-
cated millions in this country, was a
typical Indian ,invention. Th~. ele-
vation of politics to the religIOUS
plane, so that real rev?lutionar~ ideas
might not take root 111 the soIl, has
been a great contribution to modern
political ideas.
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The cue has been taken up by the
Negro l~ader, Dr Martin Luther
King.

KALYANMAYSEN
Calcutta

Automation

Thank you for lending your co-
lumns to the topical and controver-
sial question of au~omation. It. is
surprising that at a time of appalling
unemployment and abysmal poverty,
when the number of educated un·
employed has reached explosive pro-
portions and t,here are many ex-
tremely urgent fields where the g~fts
of modern science need to be applied
to speed up national reconstructi.on
and transform India into a fully
modern country, employers both in
the public and private sectors and
the Government are vying with each
other in joining the craze fo~ com-
puters. Basically it is a questIOn of
selecting the area wh~ch. sho~ld re-
ceive the highest pnonty 111 the

.matter of introduction of modern
techniques of production. Is the
sphere of clerical work ~uch an are~ ?
Comparisons with foreign countn~s
are irrelevant since in the West clen-
cal labour is both scarce and costly.
Conditions in India are different.
The manner in which the country
.has been suddenly confronted with
an impressive array of computers
makes the conclusion irresistible that
the Government has been unable to
withstand the pressures of the em-
ployers to maximise profit at the cost
of the workers and employees and
also to shift the burden. of the pre-
sent crisis in the Indian economy on
to the shoulders of consumers.

PRANAB MAZUMDAR
Calcutta

Bibidh ~Bharati

I ag-ree with Mr Satya Sandhi
Gupta (Now August 19) that the
Bibidh Bharati program~e bro.ad.
cast by AIR is used for bra1l1washmg
the younger generation in. favour of
Hindi. The progra~me .IS framed
in such a way that It eaSily ap~als
to the cheap sentiments of the aver·
age young man of the countr~. My
objection to this programme IS not
from any linguistic but from a moral
point of view. The over.zealous
Hindi-lovers should be consCIous of
the harm they are doing to our

society by popularising cheap flIr
songs. GIRISH CHANDRAMAl.

Calcut

Education
Thank God our ancestors are no

more to see the degradation of edu-
cation in our country. Believe it or
not, a girl stood third with record
marks in Economics at the Higher
Seconday Examination but she was
debarred from taking honours in
Economics; second divisioners with
5370 marks were refused admission
in the pass course; high second divi·
sioners with 68% marks in Chemistry
were discouraged to take honours in
the same subject; no honours course
was allowed to candidates securing
below 5070 marks in English in I
Howrah college though very few stu-
dents of Howrah obtained more tha
that percentage in English.

I would leave it to you to imagi
the fate of a third divisioner.

Formerly heads of departmen
used to look into the affairs of the
department; now the princip
reign over all. Clerks are haugh
and unsympathetic to the anxio
guardians. ASIT KUMAR MUKHER

Howr

Swapna Niye
Apropos of Mr Maitra's review

Swapna Niye) nobody would ar
that it is a film without defects. P
haps it has too many of them.
at the same time it has some brigh
aspects too which Mr Maitra
failed to appreciate. May I ask
Maitra, in how many Bengali iiI
the camera has offered us such ca
vating visual poetry as jn Swa
Niye? KUMAR lyon NA

Calcut

SHROFF'
CARP~TS
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Our actions today will reflect on the future of our
country and the happiness of those near and dear

, to us ... only we carl ensure a happy smiling future
for the India of tomorrow by striving, as we have
never done before, in every field of activity in
which we are engaged.
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